BIOME BUFFY II

Buffy just loves biomes. She makes a journal about every biome she visits. She took her journal to the desert, but the weather was so hot she started sweating—and it smudged her notes! Can you complete each sentence with the correct biome?

- There are so many trees in the ____________.
- The driest areas of the world are called _____________.
  Cacti and sagebrush live here in the hot sands.
- Covering two-thirds of the Earth’s surface, the ____________ are full of fish, whales, plants, and coral reefs.
  The most common plant in a ____________ is grass.
- It’s cold here in the ____________. Trees can’t grow here.
  The top part of the soil only thaws for two months in the summer.

grassland  tundra  deserts  forest  oceans